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Designing Machine Learning Systems with PythonPackt Publishing, 2016

	Design efficient machine learning systems that give you more accurate results


	About This Book

	
		Gain an understanding of the machine learning design process
	
		Optimize machine learning systems for improved accuracy
	
		Understand common programming tools and techniques for machine...
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E: The Story of a NumberPrinceton Press, 1994
Maor attempts to give the irrational number e its rightful standing alongside pi as a fundamental constant in science and nature; he succeeds very well.... Maor writes so that both mathematical newcomers and long-time professionals alike can thoroughly enjoy his book, learn something new, and witness the ubiquity of mathematical ideas in...
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The Birth of Satan: Tracing the Devil's Biblical RootsPalgrave Macmillan, 2005
"An informative study of the biblical origins of Satan…With resourceful though never excessive citation, Mobley and Wray make a good job of pinning down the roots of a notoriously protean character."--The Times Literary Supplement




"Let's admit it. Even in a secular age we are all still...
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Magento Mobile How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	Create and configure your own Magento Mobile application and publish it for the Android and iOS platforms


	Overview

	
		Style and theme your Magento Mobile Application interface
	
		Configure Product categories and add static content for mobile
	
		Prepare and publish your Magento mobile...
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Photographic and Descriptive Musculoskeletal Atlas of Chimpanzees: With Notes on the Attachments, Variations, Innervation, Function and Synonymy and Weight of the MusclesCRC Press, 2013

	Chimpanzees, including common chimpanzees and bonobos, are our closest living relatives. This book, which is the first photographic and descriptive musculoskeletal atlas of the genus Pan, adopts the same format as the photographic atlases of Gorilla and Hylobates previously published by the same authors. These three books...
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Science Of StorytellingCollins, 2020

	If you want to write a novel or a script, read this book Sunday TimesThe best book on the craft of storytelling Ive ever read Matt HaigRarely has a book engrossed me more, and forced me to question everything Ive ever read, seen or written. A masterpiece Adam RutherfordWho would we be without storiesStories mould who we are, from our character...
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Extraordinary Animals: An Encyclopedia of Curious and Unusual AnimalsGreenwood Press, 2007

	Animals have existed on Earth for many hundreds of millions of years. In that time they have evolved into a great variety of forms, exploiting nearly every habitat the planet has to offer. In the dark depths of the oceans, in the seemingly inhospitable Polar Regions, in the driest deserts, even within the bodies of other animals, there are...
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Solar System Astrophysics: Planetary Atmospheres and the Outer Solar System (Astronomy and Astrophysics Library)Springer, 2014

	The second edition of Solar System Astrophysics: Planetary Atmospheres and the Outer Solar System provides a timely update of our knowledge of planetary atmospheres and of the bodies of the outer solar system and their analogs in other planetary systems. This volume begins with an expanded treatment of the physics, chemistry, and...
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Excel 2003 Programming: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
Light on theory and long on practical application, this guide takes you directly to Excel 2003's new features using a series of hands-on projects. Learn to work with lists and XML data, secure Excel applications, use Visual Studio Tools for Office, consume Web Services, and collect data with Infopath. If you've been curious about Excel 2003, but...
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Head First StatisticsO'Reilly, 2008
Wouldn't it be great if there were a statistics book that made histograms, probability distributions, and chi square analysis more enjoyable than going to the dentist? Head First Statistics brings this typically dry subject to life, teaching you everything you want and need to know about statistics through engaging, interactive, and...
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Nuke 101: Professional Compositing and Visual EffectsPeachpit Press, 2011

	The Foundry’s Nuke is fast becoming the industry leader in compositing software for
	film and TV. Virtually all the leading visual effects studios—ILM, Digital Domain, Weta
	Digital, MPC, Framestore, The Mill, and Sony Pictures Imageworks—now use Nuke
	as their main compositing tool. This is not surprising, as Nuke offers...
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Electric Power Transformer Engineering, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007

	It is appropriate that I first acknowledge my appreciation to Professor Leo Grigsby for inviting me to
	prepare the chapter on power transformers for the first edition (2001) of his now very popular Electric
	Power Engineering Handbook. From this evolved the recognition that two chapters from the 2001
	Handbook, those for (1) substations...
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